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ABOUT JAMES PATRICK
James Patrick is an award winning 
photographer, best selling author, 
business coach and media specialist 
based in Phoenix, AZ. 
He’s the founder of Get Published LIVE, 
an annual conference for entrepreneurs 
to earn media as well as the publisher 
of ICON REFINED, a media network 
celebrating the modern entrepreneur 
which includes a digital platform, 
multiple print publications and a top 
charting podcast. 
James’ mission in his work is to create 
both art and opportunities for all those 
he connects with.

BEST SELLING AUTHOR
James Patrick has written several best-
seller books as well as developed The 
Legacy Planner to help readers create 
their most productive year ever 

TOP CHARTING PODCAST
The Beyond the Image podcast has been 
downloaded more than 150,000 times 
and has received more than 350 5-star 
reviews from the growing audience 



SPEAKING + APPEARANCES
James Patrick is highly sought after to speak on topics including 
photography, storytelling, marketing, media relations, personal 
branding and leadership  He has presented to thousands of 
audience members coast to coast throughout the United States 

James Patrick has presented to a wide variety of organizations including colleges and universities, professional trade 
organizations, private companies, international conferences and non profit organizations. Some of his appearances include:



TESTIMONIALS
“A simple ‘Thank you’ is not adequate enough to 
convey how we feel about James’ presentations at 
the SDA’s Annual Conference. Our audience was 
inspired, laughing and participating all the way 
through. The knowledge, information and enthusiasm 
James shared really impacted the attendees and 
SDA looks forward to bringing him back!”

- Tami Griffin, CDFA, EDSymposim Chair

“James Patrick’s presentation style was lively and 
interactive. He truly ensures he’s speaking at his 
audience’s level of exerptise about the topic and 
made sure all the participants left with practical tips 
and useful knowledge.”

- Jan Howard, PRSA, Southern Arizona

“James Patrick’s presentations can be defined in 
one word; excellence. His conduct is one of the most 
professional I have ever witnessed.”

- Gary Warren, FAS Network

“James Patrick was not afraid to get granular and 
detailed, giving real and actionable strategies that 
attendees could use right away!”

- Tom Spitz, ASMP Tucson President

TOPICS
James Patrick can speak on a variety of topics related 
to business and career development, personal growth, 
sales strategies, marketing techniques, branding, 
publicity campaigns, storytelling, entrepreneurship, 
photography demonstrations and much more! His 
energetic stage presence is matched by his unique 
ability to deliver applicable and relevant information 
to his audiences 



website jamespatrick.com

phone 520.409.5202

email james@jamespatrick.com

instagram @jpatrickphoto

facebook jamespatrickphotography

youtube jpphotoaz

For photography, public speaking, podcast spots or 
press inquiries, please contact James Patrick and his 

team through any of the options listed here.  
Thank you sincerely for your consideration!
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